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Herding Behavior is a very common phenomenon existing in our daily life. For 
example,we have encounted a embarrassing situation which is caused by the nuclear 
leakage in Japan rencently.A lot of people rush to buy the salt and daily supplies.So 
the price of salt have increased five to ten times. This situation occurs mainly on the 
quality of some people. It’s obvious that this phenomenon is very harmful which can 
bring about social unrest. 
Also in the financial markets,investors blindly follow someone else's  investment 
strategy, this is very serious phenomenon which will will affect stability 
and efficiency of China's stock market .The investor always negelt the relation 
between return and risk.The choice of investors totally rely on the information of 
public,or the investor’s strategy is a simple imitation of public opinion rather than 
considering his own target of investment.   
     Herding on behavioral finance has been the major focus of scholarly research 
as  an important research topic since 1970’s. Until the 90's the theory about the 
specific measure of herding began to mature gradually. In the induction of the 
relevant literature, the causes of herding behavior  are generalized as followings: the 
information series, the reputation considerations, the same research methods,the 
decision-making preferences, and so on.Aslo,there are a lot of methods that could be 
used to measure the herding behavior including LSV,CCK ,CCH ,HS. Scholars 
of various countries have started to validate their own stock market, but the 
final results are not  all the same. 
      As we know, there are a lot of shortcomings in our capital market which is still 
in the initial stage. Therefore, the quality of investors is not so high. The objective 
conditions have provided preconditions for the emergence of herding behavior. So the 
existence of herd behavior in Chinese stock market, under what circumstances 
would lead to the occurrence of herd behavior has practical significance and 
theoretical value. This could provides a theoretical basis.for the feasible to keep China 
in the stability of the capital market . 
      The CCK model and the CH model are introduced briefly and then I also 















measure herding behavior.It can eliminate the effects of time series and this model fit 
for the situation of Chinese stock market.The HS model is analyzed and improved 
with national conditions.Through research and analysis, I arrive the following 
conclusions: 1, The existence of herd behavior is very common in Chinese stock 
market.2, The herding behavior which is constrained in the market portfolio is the 
result of the Chinese government's frequent interventions in capital market.But to 
some other investment strategy ,the government’s intervention is not the main couse. 
3, The phenomenon of herding exist in every industry,but the herding behavior is 
more significant in the industry which is intervented more frequently by 
stringent regulation. 
     At last,the paper also make suggestions to the the Government and the investors 
based on the conclusions.The Government should try its best not to intervent the 
capital market .Beside this ,it must establish laws and regulatons to ensure that the 
corporation should disclose information more accurate and timely . As to the 
investors,they should become more rational when they make decision and improve the 
quality of investment. Only in these ways could China's stock market can be develop 
more healthy and sustainable in future. 
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型的优缺点，模型包括了：LSV 模型、PCM 模型、CH 模型、CCK 模型、HS 模
型，并且对国内外的有关测量羊群行为指标的文献进行了回顾。 

























素，因此在 2000 年由 Soosung Hwang 和 Mark Salmon 提出了 HS 模型，通过考














































    Banerjee (1992) 认为“羊群行为每个人都在模仿其他人的行为，即使当他们
的个体信息表明他们不应该采取这种行为，这是一种不理性的跟风行





















































































































   羊群效应模型认为投资者羊群行为是符合 大效用准则的，是“群体压力”
等情绪下贯彻的非理性行为，分为序列型和非序列型两种模型： 















































息流”。Lee (1993)、Smith 与 Sorensen (1994)、Brandenburger 与 Polak (1996)、
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